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fESTION EXPERIMENTS WITH TEXAS HAYS AND 
FODDERS. 
G. S. FR+PS, Chemist. 
The work here described is preliminary to the more thorough and. 
detailed investigations under the Adams Fund, w&ich will be reported 
later. The results of the digestion tests of the ordinary fodder 
groups is reported in this separate bulletin, as this work has a more 
general and popular interest than the detailed work. 
DEFINITION O F  TERMS. 
.Ine ordinary analysis of a feeding stuff gives its content of water, 
ash, protein, ether extract, crude fiber, and nitrogen-free extract, 
expressed in percentages. 
Protein, being the constituent of food which forms flesh, muscle, 
hair, ligaments, and other portions of the animal body, is of great 
importance. It replaces the wear and tear of the animal tissue and 
furnishes material for additional flesh. Besides furnishing material 
for tissue, protein may be burned in the body to produce heat, or it 
may serve as a source of fat in case of a deficiency in carbohydrates 
and fat accompanied by excess of protein. It is, however, a costly 
source of heat and fat. Protein is the most expensive portion of a 
food, and feeds rich in protein usually sell for a higher price than 
feeds low in protein, though the difference is not as great in Texas 
as in the Northern States. With a given feed, the more protein it 
contains, the better its quality, compared with other feeds of the 
same kind. 
Et7zer Extract is composed mainly of fats and oils in the case of 
concentrated feeding stuffs, but with fodders and hays it is often 
Jcomposed to a considerable extent of waxes, coloring matter, and 
other substances. Fa t  is used in the animal body as a source of body 
fat and to furnish heat and energy. T'he animal requires heat t o '  
keep its body warm and energy to run the animal mechanism or to do 
,outside work. The beating of the heart, chewing, movements of the 
intestines, and the involuntar;); muscular movements require energy 
which is furnished by the oxidation of fats, carbohydrates or protein. 
One pound of fat is equal to 2.25 pounds of carbohydrates. F a t  
ranks next to protein in its value in a feeding stuff. The more pro- 
tein and fat a given feed contains, the better its quality compared 
with other feeds of the same kind. 
Crude fiber is the portion of the plant which resists the intense 
action of acids and alkalies. It consists mostly of the cell walls and 
woody fiber of the plant, and is the most indigestible part of the feed 
stuff. By means of fermentation in the intestines, crude fiber is 
digested to some extent in animals which chew the cud. The opera- 
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tion, however, consumes so much energy that a large portion 
v$ue of the crude fiber is taken up by the process of digestion. 
and fodders and other roughage generally contain much crude 
but concentrated feeding stuffs comparatively small quantities o 
Crude fiber is the woody and less digestible portion of a feeding s 
The more crude fiber a feed contains, the poorer its quality compar 
with other feeds of the same kind. Crude fiber contains some cell& 
lose, which is a carbohydrate. 
Nitrogen-free extract is composed of starch, sugar, dextrin, and 
other substances of similar nature. These substances are mostly car- 
. bohydrates; that is, they contain carbon and hydrogen in proportiow 
to form water. Crude fiber is also composed largely of carbohydrates. ' 
The nitrogen-free extract of -most concentrated feeding stuffs, such' 
as corn chops, wheat bran, cottonseed meal, Kaffir corn, is composed 
largely of sugars and starches which are readily digested and have 
considerable value to the animal. 
- The nitrogen-free extract of wheat skins, corn bran, cobs, rice hulls, . 
hays and straws, and similar feeds, is composed mostly of other sub. 
stances than sugar and starch, and has a lower value to animals. 
The nitrogen-free extract of these two k i n k  of feeds, therefore, can 
not be compared directly. 
I n  general, we may say that the more protein, fat and nitrogen- 
free extract, and the less crude fiber and ash a given feed contains, 
compared with other feeds of the same kind, the better the quality 
of the feeding stuff, and the reverse is also true. 
The same statement also holds in comparing feeding stuffs of diff- 
I 
erent binds, but not altogether; since, in comparing feeds of clifferent 
kinds we must also consider their digestibility and the productive 
value of the digested material. 
Ash is the residue left when the plant is burned. It represents I 
mostly the mineral portion of the plant and the portion which comes 
from the soil, although a part of the ingredients withdrawn from the 
soil are volatilized during combustion. Nitrogen particularly is 
driven out completely. Ash is valuable to the animal, inasmuch as it 
furnishes the material for bones, and some constituents of it, partic- 
ularly, phosphoric acid and sulphur, are essential constituents of the 
animal cell. Ash is necessarily present in feeding stuffs. An exces- 1 
'sive amount indicates contamination with dirt, sand, or other min- 
eral matter. Too little ash in the ration fed may give rise to disor- 
ders, especially in young animals. 
. 
Water (moisture) is always contained in feeding stuffs, but since 
i t  is furnished for the most part in liquid form, it can not be consid- 
ered as having any special nutritive value. The more water a feed- 
ing stuff contains, the less of the other nutrients it contains, and the 
mure liable it i s  to be injured by heating, mold, etc. The wat 
tent of feeds varies, being larger in fresh grain. 
COMPOSITION AND DESCRIPTION OF FEEDS. 
The average composition of the feeds, and composition of t.he 
used in the experiments described in this bulletin, are given in ' l a ~ r a  
1 
1. The average is drawn from all available analyses, as detailed in 
' Table 9. 
Alfalfa. Alfalfa hay used in Digestion Experiment No. 3, ap- 
peared to be first growth alfalfa, was reasonably free from weeds 
and foreign matter, and had a considerable amount of alfalfa leaves. 
It was somewhat above the average in protein. 
Bermuda hay. The average protein given for Bermuda is proba- 
bly higher than that actually on the market. I t  is not believed by us 
that the average composition in the table represents the average com- 
position of the hay on the market. Bermuda hay used in digestion 
experiment No. 12, was free from dirt and contained only a small 
amount of weeds and foreign grasses. It was eaten readily and com- 
pletely by the sheep. I t  was much below the average composition in 
protein and fat, and higher in crude fiber. 
TABLE I-AVERAGE COMPOSITTON OF FEEDING STUFFS AND COMPOSITION O F  
THOSE USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS. 
Ash. 
Alfalfa hay ,  average ----,------------------,--, 
Alfalfa hay used in Experiment No. 3 ----------- 
Bermuda hay,  average ----------------,----------- 
Bermuda hay used in Experiment No. 12 ------- 
Burr clover used in Experiment No. 6 ---------- 
Buffalo grass, average --------,--,--,- . -,-- -- 
Buflalo grass used in E ~ ~ e r i m e n t  No. 9 ------,- 
Corn shucks used in Experiment No. 17 -,---- 
Cowpea hay, average ---------------.--,--,----- 
Cowpea hav used in Experiment No. 1 ,--------- 
Guam grass used in Experiment No. 16 ---------- 
Johnson grass hay, average ----,----,---------- 
Johnson grass hay  used in Experiment No. 4- 
Johnson grass hay used in Experiment KO. 10,- 
Rafir fodder, average --,----,----------------,-- 
Kafir fodder used in Experiment No. 15 --,----- 
Uillet, average ---------,,---,----,-----,---------- 
rdillet used in Experiment No. 11 ,---,--,,---,- 
a t  h a ,  a g e  , ,  
3at hay, used in Experiment No. 5 ,----,,------- 
Peanut hay, average ---,- .,-----,--,--,,--- 
Peanut hay used in Experiment KO. 13 ---,-----, 
Para grass used in Experiment KO. 14 --,------- 
tice straw, average ---,--------------- ,,- --- --- - 
lice straw, J apan ,  Experiment No. 7 -------,---- 
tice straw, Hontluras, Experiment No. 18  ----,, 
lorphum bay,  average ----------,--,------------ 
orghum hay used in Experiment No. 2 ------. 
retch hay, average -----------------,-,--,-------- 
retch hay  used in Experiment No. 8- --.----.-- 
Burr clover hay used in digestion experiment No. 6 was cut on 
he College campus and dried in a large air drying apparatus in the 
aboratory, before chopping. The clover was in bloom with most of 
he seed formed. It was free from dirt and was readily and com- 
~letely eaten by the sheep. Samples of burr clover were also collected 
y Mr. J. B'. Rather, assistant chemist, a t  various stages of growth. 
Cesults of these analyses are in Table 2. The percentage of protein, 
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8628 Most of leaves andMay 20 11.01 3.84 
burrs havc dropped of? 
- 
Buffalo Grass hay used in digestion experiment No. 9. This hay ir3 
about the average in quality. Where buffalo grass is grown the farm- 
ers usually allow it to come up in the ccrm fields after the crop is 
laid by, and cut i t  in the fall. T'his hay was sent us by A. T. Potts 
of the Beeville Substation, Beeville, Texas. It was eaten readily 
after the sheep became accustomed to it. 
Baled Corn shucks used in digestion experiment No. 17. The shucks 
comprised the husk proper, and also the "butt," or the portion con- 
nected with the stalk. There was no foreign material present with 
the exception of a few cobs and "nubbins." One bale was a trifle . 
musty. The sheep ate the feed quite well. It was rather surprising 
to find such a small number of analyses of this product in the litera- 
ture. 
Cowpea hay used in digestion experiment No. 1, consisted of the I 
vines and leaves, no peas being found. In  weighing out the rations, 
portions were taken from different parts of the piles to make them as 
uniform as possible. The hay was eaten readily by the animals at 211 
times. It was obtained from the farm department of this College. 
The hay was about average in protein, but somewhat higher in crude 
fiber and much lower in nitrogen-free extract. 
Gzbaim Grass, used in digestion experiment No, 16, was furnished 
by the Long Lake Plantation, Long Lalse, Texas. The hay was goad 
quality and free from dirt and weedy. The bulk of this grass con- 
sists of Tripsascum Floridanurn (Porter) and grows in moist places 
in Florida and Texas. The sheep ate the feed with relish. 
Johnson Grass ,hay, used in digestion experiment No. 4. Two bales 
of this hay were obtained from Bryan, Texas. One bale appeared to 
be reasonably good quality, a small amount of weeds and dirt being 
present. The other bale contained a large amount of weeds, trash and 
dirt and was evidently made from scraps of hay left around the press . 
after the baling had been finished. A large amount of the dirt TT7nn 
removed in the chopping and mixing of the sample. The bales 
tained no large stalks of grass and it was evidently a young cut 
The sheep did not eat this feed readily. 
Jo7z1zson Grass hay, used in digestion experiment No. 10. The grass 
was coarse stemmed, but cleaner and apparently better quality than 1 
that used in digestion experiment No. 4. The sheep ate the feed 1 
readily and completely. The first lot of Johnson grass hay had a i 
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better chemical composition than the second, though both were near 
the average. 
Baled ~ a f f i ;  Fodder, used in digestion experiment No. 15, contained 
no head, was free from grasses, but was damp in the middle of the 
bales and contained considerable dirt. Two sheep ate the feed com- 
pletely. Sheep No. 6 left a considerable amount of stalk, but  the di- 
gestion of this animal was deranged more or less throughout the 
whole period. The average composition of Kaffir fodder shawn in 
the table is, we believe, superior to that sold on the market or used 
for feed. The composition of the sample subjected to analysis is 
probably more nearly that of the commercial product than the av- 
erage is. 
Baled filillet, used in  digestion experiment No. 11, was good qual- 
ity, with heads and was nearly free from weeds: and other foreign 
substances. The sheep ate this feed readily. It is much below the 
average composition in protein. 
Oat Hay, used in  digestion experiment No. 5, came from the Col- 
lege farm and was very near the average composition. 
Peanut TIay, used in digestion experiment No. 13. Nearly all the 
vines had peanuts on them. A small amount of dirt  and weeds was 
present. The sheep ate the hay.eagerly a t  .all times. The composition 
of the hay was somewhat better than the average. 
Para  Grass Bay, used in digestion experiment No. 14, was free 
from ~veeds but contained a little dirt  and was musty. The sheep 
did not eat the feed well and showed a tendency to select the leaves 
in  preference to the stalks. 
Japan Ricp  Strazc, used in digestion experiment No. 7, from estate 
of A. H. Pierce, Pierce, Texas, was free from dirt  and weeds, but 
contained a small amount of rice heads. A preliminary ration of 
rice straw and cottonseed meal was fed to accustom the sheep to the 
feed. They ate it, however, with much dislike and a large amount 
was left a t  the end of the experiment. 
'Baled Honduras Rice Straw, used in digestion experiment No. 18, 
was excellent quality and free from weeds and grasses. Sheep No. 
1 ate his ration completely but more readily during the preliminary 
period, Sheep Nos. 4 and 5 did not eat as well as No. 1 and left con- 
siderable residues. 
Sorghzcm Hay, used in  digestion experiment No. 2, ~ 7 a s  not fully 
matured; i t  was partly headed, but the heads were not full. It was 
dry and nearly free from grass and weeds. The hay was eaten read- 
ily a t  all times. I t  was considerably below the average in protein 
and fa t  and higher in crude fiber. 
Vetclt Hay, used in digestion experiment No. 8, was a bright and 
clean sample and was eaten with much relish. No residue was left 
after the preliminary and collection periods. It is somewhat below 
the average in protein and fat  and higher in crude fiber. 
DIGESTIBILITY. 
By the digestibility of a feed, we mean that proportion of the differ- 
ent nutrients which disappears i n  the passage of the food through .the 
animal. Since we know that a portion which disappears i s  
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changed by fermentation into the gases, carbon dioxide and 
gas, we know that all the so-called digested nutrients do not 
into the system of the animal or become valuable to it. Further, 
now know that the digested nutrients of one feed do not necessar 
have the same value to the animal, pound for pound, as the di 
nutrients .of another feed. For example, a pound of digested 
gen-free extract from corn chops has a greater value to the a 
than 'a pound of digested nitrogen-free extract from alfalfa 
This has been definitely shown by the work of Kellner. We will 
cuss this matter a little later in connection with the productive va 
of feeds. 
The digestibility of a feed, and its content of digestible nutrients , 
is, nevertheless, of great significance in judging the nutritive value 
of a feed. The feeding value can be calculated, more or less accu- 
rately, from the digestion value. 
By coefficient of digestibility we mean the percentage or the pro-' 
portion which is digested. F o r  example, suppose the coefficient of 
digestibility of protein in green corn is given at  59.7. This meam 
that 59.7 per cent of all the protein in the corn disappears in the 
passage of the feeding stuff through the animal. 
I ,  
COEFFICIENT O F  DIGESTIBILITY OF THE FEEDS. I 
The'coefficient of digestibility of the feeds tested, and the average 
coefficients of digestibility of these feeds, are given in Table 3. The 
averages are taken from the experiments detailed in Table 10. The 
Texas experiments are included in the averages given. The protein 
of burr clover, alfalfa hay, cowpea hay, peanut hay, and vetch hays, 
has the highest coefficient of digestibility. Corn shucks, para grass 
and rice straw rank lowest. Ether extract of alfalfa, burr clover 
and rice straw were little digested in our experiments. 
T A B L E  3-AVERAGE COEFT'TCIENT OF DTGESTIBTLITY OF FEEDING STUFFS M 


































































Alfalfa hay, average -,-----,-------------- - -..- -------  
Alfalfa hay,  Experiment No. 3 -----------------------,, 
Bermuda hay, ax'erage ------ L ----------- - - - - - - - -  
Bermnrla hay, 'Experiment No. 12 ------,----------------- 
Burr clover, Experirnent No. 6 -------------------,-------- 
Buffalo grass, average .............................. 
Buffalo grass,  Evperiment No. 9 ------------------,,-------- 
Corn sh~icks, Experiment KO. 17 ----------------,-,,-,--- 
Co%q>ea hay, roernge 
Cornpea hay, E:vperiment No. 1 --,,---------------,--- 
Guam grass, Experirncnt No. 16 ----------------- _,, ------- 
Johnson grass hay, average ------- 2 -----,--------------- 
Johnson grass hay, Experiment No. 4 --,--------------- 
Johnson grass hay, Exgeriment No. 10 --,-----,-------- 
Kafir fodder, Experiment No. 15 -------------,-------- 
Mlllet, average ---------------------------------------- 
hlillct, Experiment No. 11 ................................ 
O a t h a y , a v c r a g e  --------,--- _,,- --------,-  - - - - -  
Oat hay. Experiment No. 5 -------,-,-------------------- 
P c ~ n ~ l t  hay, average --------- --..------------------------- 
Pcannt hay, Experiment No. 13 ----,-------,,-,------- 
P a r a  grass,  Experiment No. 14 ----,---,,-------,-------
Rice straw, Rxl)erinient KO. 7 (Japan) ------,----- ,,, 
Rice s t raw,  Experiment KO. 1S (Honduras) ,,,------- ,.,, 
Sorghrim hay,  average ---,----,--------------I--,, 
Sorghum hay, Experiment No. 2 ------------,--,-,,-----
Vetch hay, average -- , ------------------- 






























































DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN THE FEEDS. 
The average quantity of digestible nutrients in the various feeds, 
and the quantity found present in the feeds used in the experiment 
are givea in Table 4. This table gives the best means of comparing 
the feeds yet given in this bulletin, *but the method based on the 
actual .productive values of the feeds is still better. 
Burr clover, vetch hay, alfalfa and cowpea hay rank highest in 
digestible protein. Peanut hay is highest in digestible fat. Corn 
shucks and rice straw are lowest in digestible protein. 
TABLE 4-DIGESTIBLE CONSTITUENTS O F  FEEDS STUDIED, AND AVERAGE DIGEST- 
IBLE CONSTITUENTS. 
*Coefficients of digestibfllty. abtained in our experiments used .in making calculations. 
fAverage coefficients of digestibility of J apan  and Honduras rice s t raw obtained in our 
experiments used in making calculations. 
Description. 
Alfa l fahay,average-- -  ........................ 
Alfalfa hay, Experiment No. 3 ---,-----,----,-- 
Bermuda hay, axelaage --------,----------,-- 
Bermuda hay, Experiment No. 14 --,----,----,-- 
Burr clover, Experiment No. 6 -----------,---,-- 
Butfalo grass, nvernge ------------------------- 
Buffalo grass, Evprrirnent No. 9 ---------------- 
Corn shucks, Experiment No. 17 ----,------------ 
Cowpea hay, average -----------.--------.------- 
Cowpea hay, Esljeriment No. 1 -----,------,----- 
Guam grass, Experiment No. 16 ---,----,,------ 
Johnson grass hay, average -----------------,--- 
Johnson grass hay. Experiment No. 4 ----.--..- 
Johnson grass hay,  E~per iment  No. 10 ----.---- 
Kafir fodder, average* ..------.---..-.---------- 
Kaflr fodder, Experiment No. 15 .---.----.-.-.--- 
Millet, average . ,  
Millet, Experiment KO. 11 -..-..........-..------ 
Oat hay, average -..-----..---..-.-.------------ 
Oat hay, Experiment No. 5 ----,,---,----,----,--- 
Peanut hay, average -----------,---------------- 
Peanut hay,  Experinlent No. 13 --------,----,,-- 
Para  grass hay, Experiment No. 14 -----,------- 
Rice straw, areraget -,---,-,,, _- - -------------- 
Rim straw, Experiment No. 7 ( . T a p a n ) .  
Rive straw, Experiment No. 18 (Honduras)-,-,- 
S o h  h a  average - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
S o r g h ~ ~ m  hay,  E~re r imen t  No. 2 ---.---,------- 
Vetch hay,  average --------------,--------,,------- 
Vetch hay, Experiment No. 8 -----------------,-- 
PRODUCTIVE VfiUES O F  FEEDS. 
It takes a certain amount of work for an animal to chew and di- 
gest its food. The amount of work varies with different feeds. The 
value of the feed to the animal is decreased by the amount of energy 
expended in its digestion. Coarse and bulky foods require relatively 
more dizestive energy than do concentrated feeds. Grinding o r  
chopping the feed reduces the labor of chewing and decreases the 
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A portion of the value of the feed is lost in  fermentation. Marsh 
gas is evolved, which carries off energy. The value of the feed to  
the animal is decreased by the amount of the loss. 
A portion of the value of the feed is eliminated in the undigested 
residues, and as organic substances in  the liquid excrement. 
When these losses are deducted, ~vha t  remain.; of the food map be 
utilized for  the purposes of the animal. I t  is used, first, to keep the 
animal warm and to perform functions necessary to the life of the 
animal. 
The excess, if any, is used in the manufacture of fat ,  flesh or milk, 
in worli or in  movements of the animal body. I t  is thus seen that 1 
only a portion of the feed is available for what may be termed pro- 
dlictive purposes. 
The productive value of feeds has been measured by Kellner. He 
determined exactly the quantity of f a t  and flesh laid on by an ani- 
~ 
ma1 with a given ration, and then to this ration he added the feed 1 
to  be tested, and again determined the gain in fa t  ancl flesh. The 
increased gain mas due to the addition, and a s  the amount of the 
increase mas lmown, the effect of the addition was known exactly. 
The flesh was calculated to  fat. The productive value of the feed 
can thus be expressed i n  terms of the number of pounds of fa t  which 
it  will produce when added to a ration already sufficient for the 
needs of the animal. B y  using Kellner's results, the relative produc- 
tive value of feeds can be calculated from their content of digestible 
nutrients. 
I n  judging the value of a feed we must consider not only its pro- 
ductive value "fat value" but also its content of protein, or flesh 
forming material. 
Table 5 contains the productive values of the feeds as ascertained 
in  the experiment, and also the average productive values as ba~ed  
on Table 4. The digestible protein and the relative value is also 
.given: The "relative value must be considered as only provisional, 
because it  is secured by combining productive value and protein, as- 
suming the protein to have a value for flesh equal to its fat  value, and 
protein varies in value according to conditions. Under certain con- 
ditions, the value of a feed would be measured by its productive value 
only. The productive value is given as the number of pounds of fa t  
which may be produced by 100 pounds of the feed when added to 
a ration already sufficient for the needs of the animal for ma 
nance purposes. 
The relative values of average Bermuda hay, burr  clover, and X 
fodder, are probably in excess of the average value of these hays 
sold on the market. 
The value given for  para grass is probably below its average vall 
METI-IOD OF  CONDUCTING THE DIGESTION EXPERIMENTS. 
TABLE .FDIGRSTIBLE CRUDE PROTEIN AND PRODUCTIVE VALUES O F  FEEDS. 
STUDIED. 
Preparation of Sample.  The feed to be tested is passed throrrgb the 
feed chopper after being freed from sticks and weeds, if any be 
present. The chopper is adjusted to cut the feed in about half inch 
lengths, and the feed is run through two or more times, depending 
on the nature of the sample and the degree of fineness obtained.. 
The chopped feed is thoroughly mixed on a clean floor. 
The quality of the feed, the presence of dirt  and approximate, 
amount and nature of weeds and foreign grasses removed are reported. 
Preliminary Peediltg Period. This is to accustom the animal t o  
the feed and to determine how much they will eat per day. Ordi- 
narily, the feed may be substituted for that  which the animals a r e  
already eating, increasing the amount substituted each meal until 
the full  ration is fed. 
Weigl~isag Owt Rations. The sheep having been accustomed to the 
feed, the weight of the ration is determined (usually 225 or 250 
grams) and weighed out for the whole experiment beforehand. A 
bag is counterpoised on the torsion ba1ani.e and the feed weighed 
into it. Each bag is counterpoised ~eparately. After each bag has 
had the ration put in, another is inverted over i t  add pulled down 
until the full bag is entirely within the other. The number of 
rations to  be weighed out depends on the number of sheep to be used, 







f a t .  
8.5 
_ _  






Alfalfa hay, Experiment No. 3 --------------- .---------------- 
Bermuda hay, average----------------------------------------- 
Bermuda hay, Experiment No. 12 ----------------------------- 
Burr clover, Experiment No. 6 --;-------------------- ,- - -- -  
Buff a10 grass average ----------------------------------------- 
Buffalo grass: Experiment No. 9 -----------------------------I 
Corn shucks, Experiment No. 17 .............................. 
Cowpea hay, average 
Cowpea hay, rxperiment No. 1 -------------------------------- 
Guam grass, Experiment No. 16 ------------------------------- 
Johnson grass, average ........................................ 
Johnson grass, Experiment No. 4 ----------------------------- 
Johnson grass, Experiment No. 10 ............................ 
Icafir fodder average .......................................... 
Ziafir fodder: Experiment No. 15 .............................. 
Nillet, average ------------------------------------------------- 
Millet, Experiment No. 11 ...................................... 
Oat  hay,  average ............................................... 





































































5 .8 .  
10.7 






Peanut hay, average ........................................... 5.5 
Peanut hay, Experiment No. 13 -----.-------------------------I 10.7 
. Para  grass, Experiment No. i4 -------------------------------- I 
Rice straw, average ,-------------------------------------------- 
Rice straw, Experiment KO. 7 (Japan) ........................ 
Rice straw, Experiment No. 18 (Honduras) --,---------------- 
Sorgum hay,  average ........................................... 
Sorgum hay, Experiment No. 2 ................................ 
Vetch hay,  average ----------------,---------------- 
Vetch hay, Experiment No. 8 ---------------------------------- 
Cottonseed meal ---------------------------------------- 











Corn rhops .................................................... 1 6.5 
-- -- - 
14 TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT S ATIONS 
Four  extra rations are weighed out and substituted for rations in 
the first, one-half ; two-thirds ; and last par t  of the stock. These 
latter are to be brought to laboratory and prepared for analysis. ' 
Feeding Period. The sheep are fed a t  8 :I5 a. m., Bnd 3:45 p. m., 
daily. .Water  is kept i n  stalls i n  buckets and fresh water put in 
every mbrning, 
Before starting the feeding, all residues from previous feeds are 
removed from the feed box, stall and vicinity. The feeding period 
is continued eight days. .On the clay before the collecting period be- 
gins the harness is put  on and adjusted so there may be no delay in 
putting on the bags. On the morning the feedinq period ends, the 
uneaten feed is collected and weighed. Any feed mixed with'urine 
o r  water is collected separately, dried, weighed and discarcled. The 
other residue is returned to the feed box. 
Collecfing Period. The bags are put  on at  8 :I5 a. m., and removed 
a t  the same hour a t  the end of the period, which lasts 8 days. The 
feces are collected a t  8 :I5 a. m., and 3 :45 p. m., the sheep being fed 
immediately after. T'he scattered feed is collected as before. The 
feces are placed in f ~ u i t  jars, brought to laboratory and weighed. 
They are then placed on rr~arked pans and put in air-ovens to dry. 
When the period is over, the uneaten residues are collected and 
weighed as before (feeding period). 
A f t e r  Treatment.  The sheep are not to be fed too much grab 
a few days after the experiment, one-half pint chops per ration 
do. They may be fed all the hay (prairie) they will eat. The 
are  allowed to d ry  for about a week after the experiment ends 
then weighed and placed in tin buckets with tightly fitting lids. 
Preparation of Samples. The individual w e i ~ h t s  of the 
should total to 2 or 3 grams of the weight of the whole am 
weighed together. 
The dried feces should be pounded in  a mortar and groun 
quicltly as possible in  mill. The weights before and after p r e  
tion are to be noted. Each sample of feces is then mixed thoro~  
on a large piece of paper and placed in dry fruit  jars. 
The feed samples are divided into two samples of two sacks 
and  registered under two numbers. They are to be chopped anc 
through mill until they ape the required fineness. Weights h 
and after preparation are to be noted. The loss in preparatic 









The, presence of any Iarge quantity of uneaten residues introc 
an uncertainty in  the work, since the amount eaten during the pr 
inary period is not always the same as during the dieestion pf 
As a rule, the animal eats a little more during the digestian per: 
when a residue is left. We  have divided the total res~due for 
entire 16 days by two, when any large quantity was left unea 
during both periods. 
Analytical Illethods, Analytical methods used are those of thc 
sociation of Official Agricultural Chemists. All results reportec 





Analytical ,and otherawork involved in the preparation of this Bull'e- 
tin was taken part in by Assistants J. B. Rather, S. E. Asbury, E. C. 
Carlyle, N. C. I-Iamner, L. C. Ludlun~, J. B. Kelly, J. B. Herron., M. 
B. Gottlieb, and T. L. Ogier. Special mention should be made of the 
services of J. B. Rather. 
TABLE +COMPOSITION OF FEEDING STUFFS AND RESIDUES FROM DIGESTION 
ZSPERTMENTS. 
Nitro- 
Pro- Ether Crude 
tein. 1 - 1 fiber. I frr$: TVater. 1 Labora- tory No. I Description. Ash. 
3220 Cowpea hay, D. E. I, Sample 1 ------ 
3221 Cowpea hay,  D. IT. I ,  Sample 2 ------ 
Average---------------------------. 
3224 Sorghum hay, D. E. TI, Sarnplo 1 ---. 
32.25 Sorghum hay, D. 1:. 11, Sample 2 ---. 
Average---------------------------- 
Alfalfa hay, D. E. 111, Sample 1 ----- 
Alfalfa hay,  D. E. 111, Sample 2 ---- - 
Average---------------------------. 
Resldne Sheep 4, D. E. I11 (Alfalfa),- 
Johnson grass hay, D. E. IV, Eam- 
ple 1. 
(Johnson grass hay, D. E. IV, Sam. 
ple 2. 
Average---------------------------. 
Residue Sheep 1, D. E. IV  (Johnson 
graqs) . 
Resiclne Sheep 4, D. E .  IV (Johnson 
grass). 
Oat hay, D. E. V, Sample 1 -------,-- 
Oat hay,  D. 3;. V, Sample 2 ---------- 
Average---------------------------- 
Resldue Sheep I ,  D. E. V (Oat hay)-- 
Resitlue Sheep 4 ,  D. F. V (Oat hay)-- 
Burr clover D. E. VI, Sample 1 ---,-- 
Burr clover, D. E. VI, Sample 2 ------ 
Average -,-------------------------- 
.Tapan rice straw, D. I?. VII, Sample 1 I 
Japan rice straw, D. E. VII, Sample 2 
Average---------------------------- 
Residue Sheep 2, D. E. VII (Rice 
stram). 
Residue Sheep 3, D. E. VII (Rice 
straw). 
Resitlue Sheep 4, D. E. VII (Rice 
s t rav) .  
3649 Vetch hay, D. E. FIII, Sample 1 -,-- 
3630 Vetch hay, D. E. VIII, Sample 2 ---- 
Average -------,-------------------- 
3883 lBufTalo grass hay, D. E. IX, Sam-) . .
ple I. 
hay, D. E. IX, Bam- 
Average---------------------------- 
hay, D. E. X, Sam- 
ple 1. 
439 Johnson grass hay, D. E. X,  Sam- 
ple 2. 
Average---------------------------- 
- 4217 Baled millet, D. E. ST, S a m ~ l c  1 ---- 
4'248 Baled millet, D. E. XI, Sample 2 ---- 
Average ----------- -------- --------- 
42.5'2 nermuda hay, D. IT. FIT, Sample 1-- 
4253 Bermuda hay, D. E. XII, Sample 2-- 
/ Average -.-------------------------- 4259 Peanut hay,  D. E. XIII, Sample I--- 4260 Peanut hay. D. E. XIII. SamoIe 2--- 
- .   - 
Average ------------------ - --------- 
Para grass, D. E. XIV, Sample 1 ---- 
Para Grass, D. E. SIV,  Sample 2 ---- 
Average -,,-------- - ---- ---- -- .- -- 
Yesidue Para grass,  D. E. XIV, 
Sheep 1. 
T.4BI.E (i-00BZPOSITION O F  FEEDING STUFFS AXD RESIDUES FRC 
EXPERIMENTS-continued . 
Labora- 
tory  No. 
"2;- 1 
Pro- Ether Crude 
Description. tein. ex- fiber. free-ex- W 
tract.  tract.  / 
- - - -- - 
Residue P a r a .  grass,  D. E. XIV, 3.86 0 . B  29.86 46.77 
Sheep 3. I 
Residue P a r a  grass, D. E. XIV, 4.87 1.16 30.66 44.8gI 
Sheep 4. 
Kafir fodder. D. R .  XV, Sample I--- 0 . 8  2 16 23 68 44 44' 
Kafflr fodder, D. C.  XV, Sample 2--- 10.14 2:10 23:bll 441221 
Ave~age  ----.----------------------- 9.99 23 80 44.33 
Residue Kaffir fodder, D. E. XV, 8.64 : 8 39.57 
Sheep 6. 
Guam grass, D. E. XVI, Sample 1 --.- 8.46 1.73 26.80 49.631 
Guam grass, D. E. XVI, Sample 2 ---- 8.40 1 . 7 2 ' 2 6 . 2 0  49 16 
Average ---------------------------- 8.43 I 73 26.00 49:401 
Corn shucks, D. E. XVII, Sample I--- 3.2f; 0:62: 50.33 54.31 
Corn shucks, D. E., XVII, Sample 2-- 5.13 0.74 30.311 54.6s 
Average ............................ 3.20 0.681 30.321 54.60 
Residue corn shucks, D. E. 17, Sheep 4 8.32 0.93 23.62 41.05' 
Honduras rice straw, D. E. >;VLII, 2.78 1.13 33.76 
Sample 1. 
Sample 2. 
Honduras rice straw, D. E. XVIII, 4.17 1.15 30.53 40.73 
Average --------.------------------- 3.98 1.15 30.65 40.621 
Residue, D. E. XVIII 4.11 1.04 28.48 42.85, 
Residue, D. E.  XVIlI ------------------ 3.19 0.58 32.49 41-331 
hay. 
3597 IShceb 1. D. E. V. Oat  hav  ---------.-- 1 9 .75 2 . 2 2  23.31 40.07 4.99 18.68 
TABI,E 7-CORIPOSITION O F  EXCREMENTS FROM DIGESTIOZT ESPERIBIENTS. 






S h ~ e p  4 D E. V, Oat  hay  ------------ 2.0.2 26.67 41.51 4.52 16.36 
~h;ep 2: D. E. ;I, Burr~clover  ------ 1 1?g/ 96.41 27.731 16.57 




















sheep 4; D. E. X; Johnson Grass hay  
Sheep 1, D. E. X I ,  Millet 
Sheep 3, D. E .  XI, Blillet ------------- 
Sheep 4, D. E. XI,  Millet ------------- 
Sheep 1, D. E .  XII, Bermuda hay  ---- 
Sheep 3, D. E. XII, Bermuda hay ---- 
Sheep 4, D. E. S I I ,  Bermuda hay  ---- 
Sheep 1, D. I?. SITT, Peanut hay  ----- 
Sheep 3, D. E. XIII, Peanut bay  ----- 
Sheep 4, D. E. XIIT, Peanut hay  ----- 
Sheep I, D. R. XIV, Pa r a  Grass hay  
S h e e ~  3. D. E. XIV. P a r a  Grass hav  
Ash. 
18.70 
43.98' 7.33 12.19 
43.40 7.15 7 1  .&!? 
43.66 7.871 12.15 
27.78 7.26 9.40 
B.50 6.30 9.49 
28.08 6.39' 8.44 




t rac t .  
27.65 
28.28 
sheep 3; D. E. VII; Rice s t raw -.---- 
Sheep 4, D. E. VII, Rice s t raw ------ 
Sheep 1, D. E. VIII, Vetch hay  ------ 
Sheen 2. D. E. IX. BufTalo Grass hav  19.44 
'sheep 3; D. E. IT; Buffalo Grass hay  7 . ~ 8 '  l.70i 25.13' 41 46 5.14 19.29 
I~heeh 4: D. E. XIV: Pa r a  Grass havl 
8.50 18.95 
2.07 24.37 












Sheep: Experiment: Feed. 1 tein. 
sheep 4; D. E;. SV,' Kaftir fodder ---- 
Sheep 5, D. E .  SV ,  Kaffir fodder ---- 
S h e e ~  6,  D. E. XV, lcafii  fodder ---- " I 
S5W 
3591 
Sheep 2, D. E. I, Cowpea h a y  -------- 
Sheep 3, D. E. I, Cowpea hay  -------- 
7.09 "6% 25.69 41+":5 18.66 8 7 6  f.801 27.18; 41 91 6.94 13.38 8:6d 7 21.17 5. 0 13.48- "7 4240 4241 
she& 3: D. E. SVI; Guam grass ----- 
- I  Sheep 5, D. E. XVI, Guam grnss ---- 
Sheep 1 ,  D. E. XVII, Corn shucks-- 
Sheep 4, D. E. XVII, Corn shucks-- 
Sheep 5, D. E. YVJI, Corr! shucks-- 
SLlee!, 1, D. E. XVIIT, Rice straw ---- 
Sheep 4, D. 15. XVITI, Ricc straw ---- 
Sheel, 5, D. E. XVIII, Rice Straw ---- 
hay. 
Sheep 3, D. E. IV, Johoson Grass 9.36 1.74 18.47 4 2  5.42 22.m 
hay. 





Sheep 1, D. E. 11, Sorghum hay  ----- 
Sheep 2, D. R.  11, Sorghum hay  ---- 
Sheep 4, D. E. I", BufTalo Gmss hay  
Sheep I, D. E. X, Johnson Grass hay  
S h e e ~  3. D. 1.:. S. Johnson Grass hav 
10.06 
10.0C 
Sheep 3, D. E. 11, Sorghum hay  ----- 10.08 
Sheep 2, D. ).. 111, Alfalfa hay  --.--- / 11.12 
Sheep 3,  D. E .  111, Alfalfa hay  ------- 11.M 
Sheep 4, D. E. 111, Alfalfa hay  ------- 
Sheep 1, D. E .  IV, Johnson Grass 
11.39 3.571 42.13 
9.98 1.80 19.68 
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---------------- 
Eaten -------------------------me- - ------------------ 
Excreted 1729 gm. No. 3222 --------.--- - ----- 
Eaten ----------,----------------- - ----- - - ------ -- 
Excreted 1687 gm. KO. 3223 ---,------,----,,-I---------- 
Digested ,,--.-------------------------------------- 
Percentage digested ,-------------------I-- ------------ 
Eaten -------------I---------------- - -  - - - -  
Excreted 1860 gm. No. 3258 , --------------- 
Period 2; Feed, Sorghum Hay- 
Sheep No. 2; Fed 4000 gm. No. 3224-5 ----,--,,--, 
Eaten -----------------------.---------------------- 
Excreted 1560 gm. No. 3259 ,--------------------- 
Eatell .................... - ----- .................... 
Excreted 1440 gm. No. 3260,,--,- ---, --------- 
Eaten ----------------------------I------------- 
Excreted 1667 gm. No. 3279 ,------------ -- -- ---- - 
----- 
Digested ,,---------------I------------- -  ------ ------ 536.8' 7.9 634.0 882.4) 213.8 
Percentage digested --------------- - -------------- - ----- 75.46 12.74 50.80 57.37 59.88 
Sheep No. 4; Fed 4400 gm. Po. 3277-8 ------------------ 
Residue 86 gm. No. 3283 --------,--,---------- -  ---- 
I- Eaten ................................................. 
Excreted 1732 gm. No. 3281 ,,------,----------------- 729.7 456.31 146.2 
  .-- 
Digested ,---------------------------------------------- 0.41 480.9 1023.1 204.0 
Percentage digested .--------  -- -- - ---- --------------/ 0 .65  59.721 61.781 58.27 , 
Eaten ..-I .....- ---- .. ---------- ----- ---- -------- 
Excreted 1720 gm. No. 3589,,----,----- ,,-- ---- 
Digested -,---------------------------------- 
Percentage digested ------------ - --------- ------ 
- -  1 2 6 2 . 0 1 8 . 6  31.0 : 28.5 34.47 47.90 912.0 338.5 ------ 633.5 65.17 1506.3 734.5 772.2 a .27  384.4 348.1 36.3 9.44 





I - -  
3heep No. 3; Fed 3600 gm. KO. 3587-8 ------------------- 267.8 60.5 986.4( 1527.8 445.0 
Residue 471 em. No. 35% .........-...----------------- 1 18.4 2 .4  163.2 171.9; 51.7 
Bheep N;. 4: Fed 3600 g m .  No. 3587-8 ------ ..---..-------- 
Residue 158 gm. No. 3594 --------,---------- - ------ - 
Eaten -,-,--------------------------------------------- 
Excreted 1637 em. No. 3591 ----------------------- 
Eaten . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Excreted 1470 gm.  No. 3590 -,,.----------------------- 
Digested ...-.............-. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Percentage digeted -.....--.--.....-.r --.-------------  
Digested ------------------I---------------------------- 
Percentage digested --....-.--.-----.----.------------- 4 
Period 5; Feed, Oat Hay- 
Sheep No. 1;  Fed 4000 gm. KO. 3595-6 ------------------ 321.G 
Residue 173 gm. No. ' 3599 ,----------,--, ,- -.. - ------- 14.2 
P. 
Eaten ----------------------------------------  307.4 
Excreted 1281 gm. No. 3597 ------------------- 2 ------- 124.9 
P. 
Digested ........................................ l'82.5 





Sheep KO. 4; Fed 4000 gm. 'No. 3595-6 ----,---,--,------ 321.6 
Residue 242 gm. No. (000. --------------.------------I 19.31 
Period 6: Eurr Clover Hay- 
Sheep So. 2; Fed 4000 gm. KO. 3609-10 ------------------ 937.2 84.8 832.4, 1273.2 484.0 





823.21 1355.91 392.3 
272.6 Ci34.21 3'71.9 
- I - - - . -  
550.6 721.7 67.4 
66.881 53.231 17.18 
Eaten -.-----..-....---...--------~--------~--- 
Excreted 1096 gm. No. 3623 ,---,,----------------- - --  
D i e d  - -  - -  
Percentage digested ----------- - ------.--------------- 
Period 7: Feed Rice Straw- 
Sheep No. 2; Fed 3600 gm. No. 3625-6 --------,-,,-,- 4 44.6 1197.4 1361.5, 615.6 
Residue 5 3  gm. No. 3880 --------,-----,------------- 1 1.1 0 . 1  17.6 19.4 9.4 
Sheep No. 3; Fed 4 0  g m .  No. 3609-10 ----------------- 
Residue 15  gm. No. 3609-10 -...---......--.------------ 
Eaten ----------------------------------------  
Excreted 1110 gm. No. 3624 --,-,------------ ,,,,--- - -  
Digested -------------,--------------------- - - - -  
Percentage digested ----------------,-------------------- 
Eaten ....................................... 138.2 44.0' 1170.9 1342.4' 606.2 





Digested ---------------- - ................................ 733.91 81.0 







Sheep No. 3; Fed 3600 gm. No. 3625-6 --,-,,---,--------- 141 1 44 6 '  1197 4 1361 5 615.6 





Sheep No. 4: Fed 36OO gm. No. 36ZSB --------.----. 141 1 44.61 1197.41 1361.5 Bt5.0 

































Period 11: Feed Baled Millet- 
Sheep No. 1 ;  F e d  4000 gm. NO. 4247-8 ------------------ 64.4 l l l 6 . 4  1934.8358.8 
Residue 34 gm. No. 647-8 ----------------------------- 
' i ' I  
0.6 9.51 16.:1 3.0 
, I -  
TABLE %-NUTRIENTS F E D  DIGESTED, I N  GRAMS PER 
1i:aten -------------------------------------- - - 167.4 64.2 1106.9' 1918.41 355.8 1 
Excreted 1686 gm. No. 4249 ............................ 127.6 302.8 805.4 231.3 
Digested --------------------------..-----.. 39.4 1: 4 1113.0 124.5 , 1 
-- -- 
Digested ,-L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Percentage digested ------------------------------------- 
Sheep No. 4; F e d  4 0  g m .  No. 4238-9 ------------------ 
Residue 5 gm. No. 4238-9 ----------------------------- 1 
E a t e n  ..---------...------------------------- ---- ---- --  
Excreted 1634 gm.  No. 4242 ............................. 
Digested ....................... ,----------------------- 
, 
, Percentage digested ...-------------- - ---- - -- - ---- 
Percentage digested ------------------- ----------------- 1 23.771 52.49 64.51 57.96, 34.99 
I 
Sheep No. 3 ;  F e d  4000 g m .  NO. 4247-8 .................... I 1 ~ ~ : ~ l  64.8 111f3.41 1934.81 358.8 








E a t e n  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  168.0 64.51 1110.8 1925.1' 357.0 
Excreted 1564 g m .  No. 4250 ---------------------------- 110.6 27.51 339.1 73 .7 ,  245.4 
1 . -  
Digested 57 .I 37.01 771.7 1174.4' 111.6 




.0 .1  
55.9 
29.0 
144.9 2 6 . o i T = 6  




















Pro- Ether Crude 
Remarks. 1 t i .  / ex- fiber. 1 f r ~ ~ : x l  h h .  
tract. tract. 
Period 12; Feed Bermuda Hay- 
Sheep No. 1;  Fed 4000 gm. So.  4252-3 ---------------- - - -  $57.2 ' 64.0 1104.5 1868.0 315.2 
Residue I cm. No. a32-4 ---------------------------- 1 0.81 0.21 3 .3 )  5 . d  0.9 
-- 
Sheep No. 4; Fed 4000 gm. No. 4247-8 .................... 
Residue 30 gm. No. 4247-8 ----......------------------- 
Eaten ---------------------------------------- 
Excreted 1704 gm. No. 4231 --------------,,-. ---------- 
Digested ....................................... 
Percentage digested ------------------------------------- 
sheep No. 3; Fed 4000 gm. No. 4252-3 --------- .------..--- 257 2 64.0' 1104.8' 1868 0 315.2 
ResidueI2gm. Bo.4252-4 ----...-----.---------------- 1 0:5/ 0.21 3.21 5 .6  0.9 
Eaten ................................................... 
E x c e e d  1 9 2  . No. 4254 -...------....--r---------. 
Digested ....................................... --------- 
Percentage digested .--..-.- -.....----.--.--------------- 
Eaten - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  256.4 63.8 1101.5 1862.4 314.3 
Excrcted 2110 gm. No. 4255 ----------------------------- 132.7 36.7 585.5 958.6 222.2 
----
Digested - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - ~ .  ! 2 3 I  27.1 516.1 903.4 92.1 
Percentage digested -------------------------------- 48.25 42.48 46.84 48.53 B.30 
64.8 ' 1  0.5' 
--Ip--- 
63.8 1101.5 1862.4 314.3 
ppp8--- E :  , 3 .  3 .  8i1.11 232.1 
123.7 32.9 598 3 991.3 . 62.2 
48.25' 51.57 54.$ 53.231 26.15 I 
jhep No. 3; Fed 4000 gm. No. 4252-3 --------------------- 257.2 64.0 1101.8 1868.0 315.2 
Residue15gm. No . . . . - . - - - - .  4 .  7.0 1.2 
- - -  
Eaten ----------------------- 'L - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - -  256.2 63.8 1100.8 lM1.O 314.0 













Digested ...-- .- .................................... 1 128.0 29.71 563.21 909.31 89.8 











Digested ---------------------------------------- 425.61 306.4 475.7 1190.0 52.1 







'eriod 13; Feed Peanut Hay- 
Sheep No. 1 ;  Fed 4000 gm. No. 4259-60 ------------------ 
Eaten - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Excreted 1335 gm. No. 4261 ----------------..------------ 
Digested --------------------------------. 1 --------- 
Percentage digested --------------------------------I--- 
iheep No. 3; Fed 4000 gm. No. 4250.60 
Eaten . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Excreted 1246 gm. No. 4262 ---------------------------- 
Digested -----------..-------- ---------------------------- 
Percentage digested --------------- 1 .................... 
jheep No. 4; Fed 4000 gm. NO. 4259-60 ------------------ 
Eaten - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Excreted 1315 gm. No. 4263 ............................ 
?eriod 14; Feed Para Grass- 
iheep No. 1: Fed 4000 gm. No. 4277-8 .................... 133.! 36.4 1352.rJi 1869.6 284.0 
Residue 212 gm. ID. 2f32 ------------.----- - - - -  2.4 67.4 97.. 17.5 
-PI-..- 
Eaten . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Excreted 2043 em. No. 4279 --------.------------------- 
Digested --,---------------------------------------------- 














iheep No. 3; Fed 4000 gm. No. 4277-8 ------- .------------ 133 6 36.4 1332.0 1S9.6 284.0 
Reddue40gm. N o . 4 2 8 3  ----- ----..--. - ---.-..------ 1 1151 0.41 11.91 18.7 1.1 
-, - , - -  
Eaten ,--------------------------------------- -  132 1 36.0 1340.1 1850.9 279.9 
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Percentage Gigested --------------------------.-- 
Sheep KO. 4; Fed 4000 gm. No. 4277-8 ------------ 
Residue G48 gm. No. 4284 --------- - ------------ 
Eaten ........................................ ------------ 
Excreted 1751 gm. No. 4281 ---------,----------------- - 
Period 17: Feed Corn Shucks- 
Sheep No. 1; Fed S200 gm. No. 4557-8 ----,------------ 102.4 21.8 9'70.2 1747.2 
Added 45 gm No. 4557-8 ----.---.---------------------- 1 1.4 0.4 13.4 21.4 
Digested . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  --- ---- 
Percentage digested ........................... ---------- 
Period 15; Feed Kafir Fodder (Baled)- 
Digested -,. ---------- ---- -- ----- - ----- - ----- --- 632.8 1098.8 
Percentage digested ...---- -- - --------------------- 4 ~ $ 1  43%( 61.321 62.ml 
*Residue from Preliminary period eaten. 
Sheep Xo. 5; Fed 4000 pm. No. 4546-7 ------------------ 899.6 85.2 952.0 1773.2 .t.~.p 
_________I___-  
Eaten ,-------------------------------------- - -  399.6 85.2 952.0, 1773.2 450.6 
Excreted 1409 gm. No. 4548 -,------,------------------ 136.5 315.8, 576.6 243.) 
.--- 
Digested --...--...--------------------- - - -- - - - -  263.1 ::::( 636.2/ 1196.6 2M.1 
Percentage digested ,---,----------I.--------------- - 65.84 60.92 66.83 67.48 45.9) 
I I Sheep No. 5; Fed 4000 gm. No. 4546-7 ------------------- 399.6 85.2 952.0 1173.2 450.0 
---I-- 
Eaten ,-,,------------------------ -- - --  - - -  299.6 85.2 952.0' 1773.2 450.0 
Excreted 1433 gm. No. 4549---,---------------------- 145.4 44.4 4'31.3' 450.5 259.6 
I - -  
Digested ......-.--.-------------------- ------ 251.2 40.8 520.71 1322.7 190.) 
Percentage ciigested -------------- - ------------ - - - - - -  63.63 47.83 54.70, 74.501 42.a 
Sheep No. 6; Fed 4000 gm. No. 4546-7 ---------.------ --  399.6 85.2 952.0, 1773.2 450.0 
*Residue 308 gm. NO. 4551 ...................... - ----- -- 26.6 5.5 91.8 121.91 35.) 
Eaten -.-.-..------.......-------------------- - -- 426 2 87.7; 1043.8 1893.1 4git 
Excreted 1 x 7  gm. NO. 4550 -....----.----.-------- - -- 172.0 43.1 315.41 642.6 59,) 
.- 
Digested ......--- .- ....................... - -------- - -  233.2 44.3 728.4 1232.6 h.1 
percentage digested --------------------------------- - -  59.41 60.51 69-78' 66.09 42.47 
Period 16; Feed Guam Grass- 
Percentage digested ----- .----------------------------- - 
Digested -...........-..---.- - --- ----- - ------------- 
Sheep No. 3; Fed 4W gm. No. 4552-3 -------..----------- 
Eaten -------------------I-- ............................... 




. 6 1 9 . d ~ ' -  
45.00 53.75 49.13 
TABLE €&NUTRIENTS FED, EXCRETED AND DIGESTED, I N  GRAMS PER 
PERIOD-continued. 
Digested -----,------------------ --- -- ---- -- -- - 651.2 923.8 31.0 
Percentage digested -----..--------------- / ?6:1 38%1 66.831 62.731 27.31 
Remarks. 
Gheep No. 4; Fed 3200 gm. No. 4,557-8 ------------I--- 
Added 12 gm. No. 455743 .............................. 
Eaten ,,,,---,------------------------------ 
















Sheep No. 4; Fed 3200 gm. No. 4663-4 -,--------,,---- 
Added 45 gm. No. 46G8 --,,--,------------------------ 
Eaten -------------------I------------------- 
Excreted 1708 gm. No. 4666 -,----------,-,------------ 
Digested --------------------------------------- 
Percentage digested .. -.---..----------- 
Crude 
fiber. 











Residue 3 gm. No. (1663-4 ---,--,-,,,-,----------------- 
Eaten ,,-,---------------------------------- 
Excreted 1691 gm. No. 4665 ,,,,,,,,-,---------------- 
Digested 
Percentage digested ------------------------------ 
Sheep No. 5; Fed 3200 grn. No. 4663-4 -,-----,,------ 
Residue Ti7 pm. No. 4669 --------....------------- 
Eaten ---------.----------------------------------I---- 
Excreted 1450 gm. NO. 4667 -----,-,,----------------- 
Digested -------,,----,--------,--------------------- 





















0.1 I .  
-I 
127.4 






36.8 980.8 1299.8 
0.5 12 .1  19.3 
37.3 936.6 1319.1 
19.0 408.0 670.8 
18.S 585.6 648.3 
. 19.05 58.94 49.14 


























14.6, ii.6 653.6 
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TABLE !+-COMPOSITION O F  HAYS AND FODDERS REPOFKI'ED BY VARIOUS EXPERI- 
MENT STATIONS. 





N%O Ref~-  





Alfalfa hay .............................. 
Alfalfa hay ----------------------------- 
Alfalfa hay, first cutting .---.....------- 
Alfalfa hay, second cutting ------------- 
Alfalfa hay, second cutting--_-__------- 
Alfalfa hay, first cutting 
Alfalfa hay, second cutting --...--..--.. 
Alfalfahay .............................. 
Alfalfa hay, first cutting, 10 per cent in 
bloom. 
Alfalfa hay, first cutting, 50 per cent in 
bloom. 
Alfalfa hay, first cutting, full bloom--- 
Alfalfa hay, first cutting in bloom----- 
Alfalfa hay, first cutting ------------__-- 
Alfalfahay,f i rs tcut t ing ---------------- 


















1.741 29.24 32.32 17.03 6.22 33 
0.80, 41.03 30.17, 5.23 0.63 2 
1.621 30.28 35.55 7.75 11.77 2 
1.75 20.07 36 97 8.54 9.06 26 
1 66 32.57 35:%/ 6.88 9.05 aB 
1:621 S0.W 37.36 6.44 8.70' 25 
1 94 29.7" 35.13 
7 . 2  
9.47 '25 1:k 30.01 37.51 6.11 9.W' 27 
2 . 9  23.10 40.52 4.10 7.94 24 




























Alfalfa hay, third cutting, average of 1.58 
11 samples. 
Alfalfa hay ---------------------------.-- 2.72 
2.18 
Alfalfa hay 2.26 
3.51 
Alfalfa hay, average of 5 samples ..-.- i3 .0 )  1.51 27.16 42.23 8.60 ii Alfalfa hay, in bleom .................... 16.87 2.01 2 7 . 1 2 3 6 . 1 1  10.001 
Alfalfa hay in dough --------,----------- 11.12 28.72 35.07 12.481 7.W 34 
Alfalfa hay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12.91 28.91 32.26 . 15.35 7.531 37 
Alfalfa hay, average fourth cutting---- 15.15 28.20 40.10 5.00 9.301 38 
Alfalfa hay, average fourth cutting--- 
Alfalfa hay ------------,----------------- 
Alfalfa hay ----------------- 1 ------------ 











Alfalfa hay ------------------------------ 
Alfalfa hay .......-.-.------------------- 
Alfalfa hay, this bulletin ---------------- 
Alfalfa hay, average (34) ------------- 
Bermuda bay ---------------------------- 
Bermuda hay, 18  anal., first year after 
planting. I 





















Bermuda hay, 13 anal., third year after 11.95 1.89 24.15 14.84 10.74 6.43 
32 I 
































Buflalo grass hay ...-.---------..--- ---  
Buffalo grass hay ....................... 
Buffalo grass hay, this bulletin --------- 
Buffalo gras, hay, average (3) ------- 
Corn shucks, average (3) ---------------- 
Corn shucks, this bulletin --------------- 
Corn shucks, average (2) -------------- 
Cow pea vine, overripe, leaves fallen --- 
Cow pea vine, full bloom ---------------- 






























31.40 10.41 10.71 
42.33' 8.161 12.10 
48.25 7.24 10.38 



































29 42 30.03 
2 3 . ~ '  39.91 14.54 7.56 
1.84 30:01/ 38.40 6.02 7.14 
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7.82 --- -- - - 
Description. 
--------- 
Cowpea, po& two-third; grown -------- 
Cowpea, average of 3 anal .------------- 
Cowpea hay ............................ 
Cowpea, pods turning yellow ----------- 
Cowpea, overripe ------------------------ 
Cowpea vine, green --------------------- 
Cowpea vine ............................. 
Cowpea vine, average (6) anal .-------- 
Cowpea vi:re, average (3) anal .-------- 
Cowpea vine ............................. 
Cow pea (early and late) ---------------- 
Cowpea, this bulletin -------------------- 
: Cowpea vine, average (17) ------------ 
( Johnson grass ........................... 
Johnson grass, cut when panicles were 
( forming for bloom. 
I Johnson grass --------------------------- I Johnson grass .......................... Johnson grass, overripe ----------------- Johnson grass --------------------------- 
Johnson grass --------------------------- 
dohnson grass, this bulletin ------------- I Johnson grass, this bulletin -----------.- 
Johnson grass ........................... 
Johnson grass ........................... 
Johnson grass, average (11) ---------- 
Kaflr fodder ------------------------------ 
Kafir fodder, milk stage ----------------- 
Kafir, fodder, flour stage ---------------- 
Kafir fodder, heading ------------------- 
Kafir fodder, dough --------------------- 
Kafir fodder, dough -----,--------------- 
Kafir fodder, this bulletin ---------,---- 
Kaflr fodder, average (7) -------------- 
Millet, barnyard, late bloom ------------ 
Millet, cattail, panicles just forming--- 
Millett, average composition ------------ 
Millet, German .......................... 
Millet, pearl ----------------------------- 
Millet, pearl headed 
Millet, Hungarian --,-------------------- 
Millet, German, cut after full bloom--- 
Millet, Ragi (India)'--------------------- 
Nillet, Kodo (India) --------------------- 
Millet, seeds in dough ------------------- 
Millet, German ---------------,---------- 
Millet, golden --------------------------. 
Millet, pearl ............................. 
Millett ------------------------ ,_,, ---------- 
Millet, average fi analyses --------------- 
llillet hay ............................... 
Millet ---------------,------------------- 
&lillet, this bulletin ---------,------------ 
1 Millet, average 20 analyses -.----.---.. I 
*toat hay, cut in bloom ----------------, 
*toat  hay, cut when grain was in milk- 
*toat  hay, cut grain in dough _--------- 
*toat  hay, cut par t  bloom, part milk-, 
* toat  hay, cut par t  milk, part dough-, 
Oat hay, fair grade, seed two-thirds--, 
grown. 
Oat hay in bloom ----------,------------- 
Oat hay, in milk -,-------- L -- ---- --- 
Oat hay, ripe ------,,-------,,----------- 
- 
*Calculated t o  original water content. 
+Note bigh water content. 
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TABLE $--COMPOSITION OF HAYS AXD FODDERS .REPORTED BY VARTOUS EXPEBI- 
M E W  STATIONS--continued. 
Nitro- 
Pro- Omde gen 
Description. 
tract. 
Oat  hay, averate (11) ,-,,---,,,-,-,,, 7.72 2.83 27.80 42.16 13.44 5.99 -----,, 
Peanut vine hay, some puffs and some 10.32 3.57 25.96 42.92 10.44 6.80 4 , 
nuts with meat. 
Peanut vine hay ,----,,,,,,,--,,--,---,- 12.65 14.12 27.34 34.00 6.23 5.64 
Peanut vine hay --.----........-..- _. 11.43 5.67 22.32 41.57 10.00 9.01 
- 
Peanut vine hay, this bulletin ---,,-,--- 33.56 8.56 22.82 39.0.2 8.60 7.44 40 . 
-----
Peanut vine hay, average (4) ----,,,- 11.99 7.98 24.61 39.38 8.82 7.B ---,- . c
Rice straw -- ---------------,,------------ 3.00 1.27 p .08  42.11 6.76 12.88 
Japan (Texas) this bulletin -,--,-,,,--, 3.92 1.24 33.26 37.82. 6.68 17.10 
Honduras ('J'exas) this bulletin ----,---- 3.98 1.15 30.65 40.62 7.46 16.16 
Honduras (Texas) ---------,--,--,.---,- 4.68 1.74 28.31 50.00 3.66 10.71 
Honduras (Texas) -,-----------,-----,-- 4.72 1.67 32.25 32.20 
\ Average (6) --,--,-,-,-,---,----------- 4.11 1 . 5 4 ' 3 1 . W  41.37 6.57 14.85 _--,-. . 
Sorghum fodder --.-..-.-._.--..... - - 5.80 1.561 23.26 55.47 5.75 8.17 0 ' 
Sorghum fcdder .------------------------ 7.81 2.05 33.15 44.84 7.15 5.00 24 
Borghum fodder, early orange ---,------- 3.69 5.47 27.76 49.64 10.02' 3.42 1 
Sorghum fodder, early amber ,----,,--- 6.20 4.27 30.68 45 19 10.49 4.17 5 
S ~ r g h i ~ m  fodder, orange -----..-.--..... 13.75 3.77 20.01 46:231 7.81 8.13 
Sorghum fodtler, ripe -----------------: 14.37 4.14 20.46 40.29, 8.11 12.63 
Sorghum fodder, sumac dough --------- 11.62 4.25 10.67 47.88 7.13 9.45 
Eorghulu fudrler, amber, ripe --------,-- ~3.50  4.18 18.23 36.06 10.73 17.5 
Sorghum fadtier, sourless, dough ------ 8.87 4.22 23.05 42.11 8.87 12.88 
Sorghum fotlder - - -  10.37 1.62 22.62 48.13 8.66 
Sorghum fodder, this bulletin ----------- 1.66 28.07 47.24 10.56 :::PI 
------ 













Vetch hay, full bloom --,---------,,--,- 
Vetch hay, pods half developed -,------- 
Vetch hay, hairy before bloom ---,,----, 
Vetch hay, 5 per cerrt bloom ------,-,--- 
Vetch hay, full bloom -.-..--.---.-.. _.. 
Vetch hay, seed pods formed but not 
filled. 
Vetch hay ,,--,---,-,,,,,-,,----------- 
8.80 ------a 
Vetch hay, y m m o n  . -  
Vetch hay, w~nter,  in bloom ,,--------- 
Vetrh hay, spring, in bloom ....--...... 
Vetcn hay ----,------,-,---,,--------,--- 
Vetch hay, this bulletin ---,----,---,---- 




































3 9 : ~  8.90 
7 12' l a  ' 








19.93 37.02' 11.85 
26.131 37.34 11.08 
28 12 39 67 8.35 
27.28 3 7 : ~  6.76 
27:31 4 1 5  9.45 




B.~~'=IYG 17 72 2.30 -- 7.53 -.----. 
TABLE 10-DIGESTIBILITP O F  HAYS AND FODDERS REPORTED BY VARIOUS 
EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 
Bermuda bay --,,------------------I--------- 61 19 39 69 58 93 52 71 41 68 39 





















Oat hay, cut in bloom --,,,-,,-----,------- - 
Oat hay, cut when grain was in m!lk ---,----,-, 
Oat hay, grain in dough ----------..------------ 
Oat hay, part bloom, part milk ,--,,,,--,,-,,- 
Oat hay, part milk, part dough ---------,----- 
Oat hay, early seed -------,,-------------,----- 
Oat hay, fair grade seeds, two-thirds grown--- 



















7 .  
Bermuda hay, average ----------------I--- 
Buffalo grass hay -,--------------- ,,- -- -- 
Buffalo grass hay, this bulletin ----,,---,,,,-- 
Buffalo grass hay, average -------------,,-- 
Cowpea vine, overripe, ltaves fallen ------------- 
Cowpea vine. this bulletin ,--,-,,,,,,-------- 
Cowpea vine, average --------------------- 
Johnson .grasa ,-. ,,,--I--,-,,,,,, ---- ., 
Johnson grass, cut when panicles were formed 
for bloom. 
Johnson grass, this bulletin -,--,,,--------- 
Johnson grass, this b u l l e t i ~  ,-------------- 
Barnyard millet, late bloom ----,,,,,---- ,--  
Cat tail millet, pan~cles just appearing --,,,--,- 
Millet, this bulletin -,-,,---------------------- 
M i  a g e  - -  
Oat hay, average ........................... I 
Peanut vine hay, some pods and some nuts 63.30 65.90 69.50 20.40 39 
with meats. 







































Alfalfa hay --,,--,-,,-,,,,---,-------------- 
Alfalfa hay 
Alfalfa hay --,-----,-,,,,,, , ---,----- 
Alfalfa hay. Arst cutting ...................... 
Alfalfa hay, second cutting ,,,,--,----------- 
Alfalfa hay, second cutting --------------- 
Alfalfa hay, first cutting ,--------------------- 
Alfalfa hay, second cutting ,------------------- 
Alfalta hay, ,,,,,,,,-,,,-,,,,--,,,,, - --------- 
Alfalfa hay first cutting 10 per rent in bloom 
Alfalfa hay: first cutting: 50 per ten: in blcom 
Alfalfa hay, full bloom ,,,,,,----.----------- 
Alfalfahay,inbloom --------------,,,------- 
Alfalfahay --,--,,,,,-,,----------------------
Alfalfahay ,,,-,,,,,-,,,,,,,,,------- - - --- 
















- -  

























































Sorghum fodder ,,,,----,---,---,,,-------- 
Sorghum fodder ,,,---,,,------,--,---------- 
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1. This Bulletin contains the results of 18 digestion experiments 
on Texas hays and fodders. It also contains a tabulation of similar 
experiments made elsewhere, and analyses of the same feeds. 
2. The percentage of protein, fat ,  water and ash in burr clover 
decrease with the age of the plant, while the percentage of crude fiber 
increases. 
3. The relative values of the feeds, coefficients of digestibility, di- 
gestible constituents; etc., are given in the-tables. 
TBBLE 11-REFERENCES T d  COMPOSITION AND DIGESTIBILITY OF  FEEDS. 
Experiment station. 
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Colorado - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
New Jersey --------------------------- --------------------------------------- 
Piorth Carolina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
New York (State) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Kentucky 
South Carolina ........................................ - -  
South Carolina 
South Carolina - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
South Carolina 
Georgia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Alabama - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Alabama bulletin 
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Missouri - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Louisiana ---------------------- i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Louisiana - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Louisiana - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Louisiana - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Texas - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Texas 
South Dakota 
South Dakota -------------------.---------------------- 
Wyoming 
Wyoming - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Wyoming - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Massachusetts - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Massachusetts 
Kansas - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Kansas ------------------------------------------------------------ 2 - -  
Oklahoma ------------------------------------------------------------------.. 
Minnesota 
Vermont - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Vermont - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Oregon .................................. 1 - - - - - - -  
North Dakota ............................ - - - - - - - - - -  
New Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Office of Experiment Stations (U. S. Department of Agriculture)------ 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Office of Experiment Stations (U. S. Department of Agriculture)------- 
Maine - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
North Carolina ................................................ 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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